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As our newsletter proudly proclaims
on the back cover, Gauge ‘3’ is ‘The
Largest Standard-Gauge Scenic
Model Railway’. But what constitutes
scenery? Does it have to be attractive
as well as realistic and how best can
we interface the scale railway bits with
the non-scale garden in which they
are set?
Travelling the ‘scenic route’ by car, it
is not the actual road or the signposts
or other traffic that justify the description – they are all as ugly as ever! It is
the surroundings that we admire. With
railways the simile falls down because
for the enthusiast the actual railway, with all its bric-a-brac, dirt and grime, has an attraction of its
own. We can see beauty in something ugly but authentic. By the same token there is nothing authentic and much that is ugly in, for example, raised benchwork or unballasted track or outscale
drivers running (at scale 50 mph) in panic to get an outscale finger onto an inscale regulator!
I, of course, exaggerate to illustrate. The whole subject is
more subtle and complicated than that and garden railways
necessitate all sorts of compromises in the interests of practicality, cost and convenience. Yet, travelling around, one
sees many instances where the railway or the garden or the
interface between the two could be improved to enhance the
attractiveness of the end result and the delight of the home
authorities. There follow a few personal thoughts on the subject.
Perhaps the most fundamental issue is the choice between
building on raised benchwork or at ground level. Raised
benchwork is inherently ugly but has the advantages of easier access to track, locos and rolling stock and, as I have
found to my cost, wooden sleepers are less like to rot than
those almost permanently wet at ground level. The latter
problem may be solved by using plastic sleepers (points included) but steaming up a coal-fired loco while adopting the
muslim prayer position is something some of us find difficult.
One can tell a man with a ground level railway – just look at
the knees of his jeans!
Real railways are built (more or less) at ground level so this has the advantage of inherent authenticity and I would say is always more attractive and less traumatic to a nice garden. But fullscale humans get a bird’s eye view of the railway whereas benchwork is closer to eye level. At
Parkside we are lucky to have a partly terraced back garden so that bench level at the lower terrace becomes ground level at the upper. This keeps the bench work to a minimum and allows eye
level viewing of the upper part of the railway. For those with little interest in the garden, if their
view is shared by their spouses, the ugliness of benchwork can be accepted and perhaps ameliorated by good design and a few carefully chosen climbing plants to adorn or disguise the support
pillars.
Generally, however, and given good knees and hips, I much prefer to maximise the ground level
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section and minimise the benchwork. In passing, you
may have noticed that as they are unable to have
points on their raised tracks, our colleagues in the National 2 ½ inch association have a number of ingenious
devices for transferring locos from steaming bays to
track. I am sure it is not beyond us to design, say, a
two road, movable steaming bay that could be lowered
to ground track level when the beast is ready to go.
Coming now to the interface between garden and railway here is the most fruitful area for effective compromises to marry the two together. The use of dwarf conifers, even bonsai trees, can do much to bridge the
scale difference between railway and garden. Even on
a bench pots can be let in and ballasted over so as to
add greatly to the appearance. Small box bushes fit
well into many ground level locations and are easy to
trim to shapes that give the impression of larger trees
and hedges.
A number of slow-growing ground cover plants are
available and much easier to keep under control than
grass (pic8). A large rock or garden stone wall can, with the eye of a believer, convey the impression of a cliff or quarry. Half-relief buildings backed by suitable plants look as though the back half
is there but in the woods and help with space
problems. There is a natural blending between
the railway and natural stone or plants even
when the latter are well out of scale. The same
cannot be said for benchwork.
One of my pet aversions is a station with no obvious vehicular access or the sight of a road from a
level crossing or bridge disappearing apparently
into nowhere. One idea for the latter problem is
to make a tapered road snaking into the shrubbery with cars or lorries of ever diminishing scale
placed along it. Similarly where the line runs
aside a lawn one can put a scale fence and, a
little behind it, another much smaller fence to
give the impression of distance.
Scale cows in front and ‘O’ gauge
cows further back will enhance this
effect. An uncle of mine had a
beautiful G1 railway with a terminus with very little space behind it.
He modelled a brick wall alongside
and behind it placed a funnel and
two masts showing above the wall.
The impression of a busy port with
a large ship awaiting passengers
was most effective.
I fully accept that there are limits to
the level of realism possible, but
too often the lack of simple things
spoil the overall feel and convey
the impression that all that matters
is a loco with coaches wizzing
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round at 4 or 5 circuits to the minute. I am
as guilty as anyone of this, but can we
really be happy with four or six coaches
and not a single passenger and never a
station stop to let some on, or sophisticated main line stations with nothing but
through trains! Coaches look so much better with e few passengers. And as for
driverless live-steam locos ….. no, there
are practical limits. But among those who
have them are some who comment on the
wrong number of rivets.
And as for the out-of-scale 50 mph drivers, one can but hope that the huge improvements in modern radio control equipment will encourage a few more of them
to rest their limbs. But, please, not on my
frequencies!
(Apologies for the large number of pictures but this is a scenic article)
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